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There has been abundant research into the effect of tree roots on stabilizing river banks, and also on the effect of 

trees on bed-scour after they have fallen into the stream, but there is little research into the effect of instream logs 

on bank erosion. Here we develop the hydraulic theory that predicts local and reach scale bank erosion 

associated with instream logs with various configurations and distributions and conclude that individual log can 

increase local bank erosion, but multiple logs can reduce overall reach erosion. Where there is consistent bank 

strength, the local erosion varies in a non-linear way with the angle, size and position of the log. The reach scale 

effect of multiple logs depends on the distribution of logs and the proportion of the reach occupied by logs. 

Erosion effects of instream logs are difficult to measure. We are testing the above theory of erosion associated 

with instream logs in a series of anabranches of different sizes that experience consistent irrigation flows each 

year (on the Murray River in SE Australia). These channels have high erosion rates, abundant logs, and are like a 

giant flume that allows us to measure erosion processes, as well as hydraulics, in a controlled setting.   

 

1 INTRODUCTION  

Large instream wood alters the hydrological, geomorphological, and ecological structure of rivers, as it induces 

diversity of flow hydraulics and channel form, and provides habitats and nutrition for aquatic fauna [1]. There is 

substantial literature on the influence of live riparian trees on bank stability [2], and on bed complexity due to 

scour around fallen trees [3], but there is little research into the bank erosion adjacent to fallen trees. Concern 

about erosion around fallen trees is one of the major reasons why river managers continue to remove wood from 

low-land streams in Australia.  Log loads in rivers are increasing as wood is artificially returned to rivers, and as 

riparian vegetation is reestablished, and it is useful to understand the erosion effects of this increase 

understanding the bank erosion effects of instream logs allows us to predict the revegetation program and a 

scheme for optimal log distributions of rehabitation plans. Instream logs alter the channel geomorphology 

through hydraulics. The two hydraulic functions of instream logs identified in previous research include flow 

deflection and flow resistance [4, 5]. In this paper we describe the hydraulic theory of erosion associated with 

logs of different configurations and distributions based on the two hydraulic functions at the local and reach 

scale. We then briefly describe our approach to testing the theory in the field. 

 

2 THEORY 

A log can deflect flow into a confined area between the log and the bank (a hydraulic jet), providing an 

additional shear stress which causes the boundary shear stress to exceed the critical shear stress of the bank [6, 7]. 

In this process, a single log can increase local bank erosion. At reach scale, logs act as roughness elements, 

producing drag to decelerate flow and decrease boundary shear stress [8]. In this process, logs can reduce reach 

scale bank erosion. Our theories of local increase of erosion around a single log and reach scale changes of 

erosion associated with multiple logs are described below.  

 

2.1 Single log 

The local increase of erosion around a single log can be estimated by the additional shear stress. For given bank 

resistance, the additional shear stress around a single log can be estimated from the log characteristics including 

size and angle of the log and distance from the bank. For the same log angle, the additional shear stress around a 

log increases with log size (log cross section area which is the product of log length and diameter), and decreases 

with the distance from the bank (Figure 1). As the log angle decreases from 90
o
 (perpendicular to flow) toward 



30
o
, the additional shear stress decreases non-linearly; and beyond 30

o
 the magnitude of the hydraulic effect of 

the log is small (Figure 2), but the extent of the erosion increases with the length of the log, since the hydraulic 

jet is constricted between the log and the bank (Figure 3).   

 

 
 

Figure 1. Relationship between the additional shear 

stress and log size and distance between log and 

bank. 

Figure 2. Relationship between the additional shear 

stress and log angle. 

 

                  
 

Figure 3. Relationship between the pattern of 

erosion along the bank and log angle. 

Figure 4. Relationship between the additional shear 

stress and discharge.

 

The additional shear stress around a single log also varies with discharge (Figure 4). The additional shear 

stress peaks after the log is fully submerged and decreases as the log is drowned-out.  

Combining the variables described above, a model is developed to predict boundary shear stress around a 

single log based on the mass continuity and energy conservation between the approaching flow and contracted 

flow around a log. The additional shear stress Δτ can be estimated by the approaching flow condition and the log 

characteristics which is expressed by a designated partial blockage ratio Bc. The partial blockage ratio represents 

the contraction rate of the deflected flow when passing through the gap between the log and the bank. The 

boundary shear stress around a log τ0’ is given by 
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where τ0 = boundary shear stress of approaching flow;  Δτ = additional shear stress; Pc= wetted perimeter in 

contracted area; d = log diameter; ρ = water density;  va = mean velocity of approaching flow. 

2.2 Multiple logs 

At reach scale, logs provide flow resistance, elevated water surface level and reduced mean flow velocity. The 

reach scale effect of multiple logs on bank erosion can be estimated from the changes in water surface profile 

which is influenced by the flow pattern between logs. Spacing between logs can determine the flow pattern 

between logs. Four types of flow pattern at different spacings can be identified given the influence of wake flow 

[9, 10] on a downstream log, and backwater on an upstream log. 
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Figure 5. Flow patterns between logs with different spacing. 

 

At a critical spacing (0 – 4d, where d = log diameter), skimming flow forms on top of logs and a 

recirculation zone forms between logs (Figure 5-a). In this spacing, drag of a downstream log is suppressed by 

the upstream log and the afflux of the downstream log is negligible. The log group produces the same amount of 

afflux as a single log.  

At a 'wake interference spacing' (4d – which is the extent of the wake from an upstream log), wake 

interference flow forms between logs. The effect of the downstream log is suppressed by the wake of the 

upstream log, and the downstream log produces less drag and afflux than without the upstream log. Water level 

at the upstream log is elevated by the backwater of the downstream log, and an accumulated afflux is created 

upstream of the upstream log (Figure 5-b). 

At a backwater spacing (extent of the wake from an upstream log – the extent of the backwater from a 

downstream log), the influence of the downstream log is no longer suppressed by the wake of the upstream log 

and both of the logs produce drag as single logs. The upstream log is still under the influence of the backwater 

from the downstream log and an accumulated afflux is created upstream of the upstream log (Figure 5-c). 

At a 'no interaction' spacing (extent of the backwater from a downstream log – ∞), there is not hydraulic 

interaction between the logs. They both act as single logs and produce backwater upstream (Figure 5-d). 

Based on the flow patterns of the four spacings, a modified drag coefficient, which addresses the drag force 

of a downstream log according to the spacings from the upstream logs, can be substituted into the predictions of 

afflux from previous studies [11, 12], which then combined with the extent of backwater can be used to estimate 

the water surface profile in the light of afflux accumulation. The reach scale reduction of bank erosion due to the 

flow resistance of instream logs can be estimated by the newly calculated water surface profile. The total effect 

of instream logs on bank erosion can be estimated by combining the local scale increase of erosion to the reach 

scale reduction of bank erosion. 

 
 

Figure 6. Reach scale effect of instream logs on bank erosion related to the load and distribution of logs. 

(a) Critical spacing (b) Wake interference spacing 

(c) Backwater spacing (d) No interaction spacing 
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The total effect of instream logs on bank erosion changes with the distribution of logs (Figure 6). Clustered 

logs (where the spacing between the logs is 0 in Figure 6) increase the total reach scale bank erosion, and the 

erosion increases with the proportion of reach surface occupied by logs. Evenly distributed log (which represents 

logs that are equally spaced throughout the reach in Figure 6) can decrease the total reach scale bank erosion and 

the peak reduction appears when logs are spaced over the wake interference spacing. 

 

3 FIELD TESTING 

It is difficult to confirm the theory proposed above because there are so many variations in the logs, the flow and 

the channel characteristics. It could be done in a flume, but it is notoriously hard to measure bank erosion in a 

flume. Instead we are testing the theory in a field setting where we can control as many of the variables as 

possible. A reach of the Murray River in SE Australia is heavily regulated for irrigation flows from a large dam 

(Hume Weir), and the channel below the dam consists of multiple anabranching channels with (a) a huge range 

of channel sizes that experience very consistent seasonal flows; (b) high erosion rates that deliver large numbers 

of large trees to the river channel (river red gums, Eucalyptus camaldulensis). As a result we can, over 

successive irrigation seasons, measure erosion (using repeat Sonar scanning and erosion pins), as well as 

hydraulics (using an acoustic Doppler velocity profiler), in order to test the above theory in a controlled 

environment. The erosion and hydraulics are being related to wood characteristics including length, diameter, 

orientation, and distance from the bank. The erodibility of the bank material will be tested by a hydraulic jet 

apparatus.    
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